Homophones

Choose the correct homophone to complete the sentence.

1. The boat needed a new______________. sail salesail

2. It was a dark______________. knight night

3. I was very______________. board bored

4. It was a good book to _______________. read reed

5. I need a new _______________ of socks. pair pear

6. Some people _____________ every day. prey pray

7. The burglar had nerves of ___________. steal steel

8. There is a good ______________ on TV. cereal serial

9. Don’t _______________ water! waist waste

10. Have another __________of cake. Piece peace

Use a dictionary to help you if you need to.

Think of other words that sound the same but mean different things.

1. dear_____________  2. farther_____________  3. route_____________

3. Knot_____________
Extra challenge: Correct the Homophones to reveal a story

Won fine day when the son was shining weigh up in the sky, a pear of hairs came hopping buy. Watching them from behind a fur tree was an enormous grizzly bare. He had bean keeping an l on them four about a weak from his cave in the hills. Now hear was his chance for a peace of succulent hair pie for tee.

He crept from his hiding plaice and charged at the hairs. They took too there heals and ran for the mane rode. Luckily a passing van stopped and gave the hairs a lift and saved they’re skins.

The hairs looked over there shoulders too sea the bare stamping his feet with rage. As they turned back they noticed sum dead pheasants in a sack. The van driver was a poacher and was thinking, "Eye rather fancy a nice crusty hair and pheasant pie four tee tonight," as he reached four his gun.